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INTRODUCTION 
The main task of the ventilation system or the air-conditioning system is to supply· and remove 
air and airborne materials and to supply or remove heat from a room. The necessary level of fresh 
air will be supplied to· a room by a ventilation system, and heat from equipment or solar radiation 
can be removed by an air-conditioning system. An industrial ventilation system may both take 
care of the occupants' comfort and the industrial processes in the area. Air can for example be 
supplied for combustion processes and moisture may be supplied to rooms with requirements for 
the humidity level. The ventilation system can also be used for removal of contamination. 
Exhaust hoods in industrial room can extract the contaminant close to the source, and the 
ventilation system in an operating theatre will supply filtered and clean air to certain areas of the 
room. 
It is not sufficient that the ventilation system or the air-conditioning system is able to perform 
main tasks as supply and removal of air, heat and airborne materials. It is also necessary that. the 
system is able to create a good and uniform thermal environment with a high air quality in the 
occupied zone of a room. 
A good environment will be obtained if the air velocities are low and the temperature gradients 
are small and if there is a low-level of contamination in the occupied zone. 
It is the air distribution system, consisting of an appropriate layout of supply openings and return 
' openings which is responsible for the air distribution and consequently responsible for a good 
environment. 
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Figure 1. Four different types of air distribution systems. A: Mixing ventilation, B: Local exhaust 
ventilation, C: Displacement ventilation, and D: Unidirectional flow ventilation in a clean room. 
Figure 1 shows four different types of air distribution systems. The system in figure 1 A is a 
mixing ventilation system. The air is supplied by an air terminal device and an air jet generates 
a strong mixing of the air in the room. Figure 1 B shows a typical solution in industrial areas with 
contaminant sources. A local exhaust opening will remove air and local generated contamination 
and the contaminant level may therefore be low in the rest of the room. The supply openi~gs can 
be diffusers as in a general air distribution system but it can also be other openings as for example 
an open gate. Figure 1 C shows a displacement ventilation system where cold air is supplied in 
the lower part of the room and warm and contaminant air is removed in the upper part of the 
room. The air movement in displacement ventilation is driven by buoyancy force and it contains 
some elements of piston flow. Therefore, it is a ventilation system with a high efficiency. Figure 
I D shows a unidirectional flow system used in clean room technology. This is the most efficient 
·use o(piston flow, but it is a more special system and it will not be dealt with in this book. 
1. AIR DISTRIBUTION IN A ROOM WITH MIXING VENTILATION 
The following chapters will describe the elements in mixing or jet ventilation. The air is supplied 
by an air terminal device and a jet is generated in front of the opening. The turbulent jet may 
either continue into the room as a free jet, or it may attach to a surface as e.g. the ceiling and form 
a wall jet as indicated in figure 1 A The air terminal ' device and the type of free jet or wall jet are 
- important elements because the recirculating air movement in the room is generated and 
maintained by the momentum flow from the supply opening and only to a small extent maintained 
by the buoyancy force. 
Turbulent free jets and wall jets are described in chapter 2. The conditions close to an opening, 
as well as the flow in different types of jets are discussed and results for different types of air 
terminal devices are given. The chapter will also describe the flow in non-isothermal jets and flow 
in jets which are deflected by obstacles as for example beams and light fittings. 
Chapter 3 deals with the flow in connection with return openings and flow close to exhaust hoods 
in industrial ventilation as indicated in figure 1 B. 
It is important to predict the air flow in the occupied zone. Chapter 4 shows a number of design 
methods from the determination of the penetration depth of the jet to calculation of the maximum 
yelocity in the occupied zone. 
A low velocity level and small temperature gradients are important for the thermal comfort in the 
room. An efficient use of the supplied air to the room is another important feature. Chapter 5 
discusses the contaminant distribution in a room with a contaminant source. The ventilation 
effectiveness as well as the air exchange efficiency is introduced and used in different examples 
of mixing ventilation. 
The rapid development of computers has now made it possible to make a total prediction of the 
flow in a room by a numerical solution of the governing equations. Chapter 6 will shortly describe 
the method, illustrated by examples, and give emphasis to problems which are especially 
connected to room air motion. 
2. TURBULENT FREE JETS AND WALL JETS 
A free jet is a jet which - in principle - flows into a infinitely large space, and a wall jet is a jet 
which flows along a surface into a large open space. The jets are not influenced by downstream 
2 
conditions and they can be described by boundary layer approximations which give a self~semilar 
flow with universal flow profiles, see reference /11. These conditions are important because it is 
possible to describe the flow in the jets independently of the surrounding room dimensio~s. 
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Figure 2. Velocity profile in a wall jet located at a given distance from a supply slot. The height 
of the room, hJH, has the following values 0.013, 0.029, 0.035, 0.043 and 0.057. 
Figure 2 shows as an example that a given wall jet is independent of the recirculating flow, even 
in cases with a narrow open space. The geometry of the surrounding room will only show a 
significant influence on the velocity profile in the case where the height of the space is so small 
that the profiJe is measured outside the penetration depth of the jet. 
A description of the jet flow outside the occupied zone of a room with mixing ventilation forms 
a very important basis of practical design methods of air distribution systems. 
2.1 The Flow Close to a Supply Opening 
Figure 3 shows a circular opening with a diameter d
0 
and a supply velocity u
0
• There is an area 
immediately outside the opening which is called the constant velocity core- or potential core-
with the velocity u
0
• A turbulent mixing layer is forrn~d betwee.n the core and the surrounding 
air. This mixing layer will grow into the core at increasing distance from the opening and the 
constant velocity core will disappear at a distance of at least - 6 d
0
• The jet will continue to 
entrain .air from the surroundings in downstream direction and the width of the jet will increase 
proportional to the distance from a point called the virtual origin. The origin will in most 
situations be located so close to the opening that the distance X
0 
is ignored in comparison with 
the distance x. The angle y is - 24° for circular jets and - 33° for plane jets if the flow is fully 
turbulent. 
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Figure 3. The airflow close to a circular opening. 
The presence of ~ wall in the symmetry line - or symmetry plane - will only have a small 
influence on the flow and the velocity profile. The boundary layer at the surface is thin compared 
to the turbulent mixing layer towards the free room. The flow described in figure 3 will not 
change much when a surface is located in the symmetry line. A wall jet will theoretically have 
a length of the constant velocity core which is up to - 12 h
0
, where h
0 
is the height of the 
opening arid the angle of the growth of the wall jet will approximately be - y 12. 
It is the momentum flow from the opening which controls the air movement in case of mixing 
ventilation, The nozzle in figure 3 will give a constant velocity U
0 
everywhere in the opening (top 
hat profile) and the momentum flow to the room will be 
2 
I = p a u 
{} (/ {}. () 
(1) 
where a
0 
is the supply area and Po is the density. Many practical air terminal devices will have 
a design with for example adjustable vanes which will modify the velocity profile and this will 
decrease the initial momentum flow /
0 
to the room. An example of change in momentum flow 
is shown in figure 4. The flow from a slot is injected parallel with a surface as indicated in the 
left figure. The turbulent mixing layer on both sides of the plane jet will entrain air from the 
surroundings, and a lower pressure on the upper side will deflect the jet and a wall jet will be 
established at some distance from the opening as shown in the right figure. The momentum flow 
in the opening /
0 
will be reduced and measurements by McRee and Moser /2/ show that the final 
momentum flow I will have a level of /l/
0 
- 0.6- 0.7. 
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Figure 4. Airflow pattern in a plane jet close to a parallel surface. 
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The effect which generates the deflection of the flow in figure 4 is called the Coanda-effect. This 
effect can also take place in cases where the width of the slot is restricted as shown by Jackman 
/3/ with a slot width of the same level as the distance to the surface. · 
2.2 Velocity Decay in Free Jets and Wall Jets 
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Figure 5. Section of the flow in free jets and wall jets. 
The air movement in a free turbulent jet is a self-similar flow with a universal flow profile (see 
figure 6). An initial momentum flow is supplied from the air terminal device and figure 5 
indicates that this momentum flow is preserved in the jet because it is assumed that the direction 
of the entrainment flow is perpendicular to the main flow direction. 
I 
It can be shown that the width of a circular jet will increase Unearly to the distance x + x(
1
, which 
means that the area of the jet will increase with the distance squared. The momentum flow will 
ther~fore be preserved if the velocity is inversely proportional to the distance x + x
0
• 
= (2) 
u 
(I • 
Equation (2) expresses that the dimensionless velocity u/uo in the symmetry line is inversely 
proportional to the dimensionless distance (x + x
0
)/ [Cl:, where a
0 
is the area of the supply 
opening. Ka is constant in case of high turbulent flow and it is individual for the different types 
of diffusers. It will have a maximum level of - I 0 for a nozzle with a contraction as the one 
shown in figure 3. 
The air movement in a wall jet is also assumed to preserve the initial momentum flow from the 
supply area. Figure 5 indicates an entrainment velocity perpendicular to the main flow, but it is 
also obvious from the figure that friction at the surface may decrease the momentum flow in the 
wall jet although it is often without practical importance. 
The flow in a three-dimensional wall jet with a supply area of a
0 
is in practice identical to a flow 
in a free jet with a supply area of 2 a
0 
(the opening and its mirror image). The velocity 
distribution in a three-dimensional wall jet is therefore given by 
5 
X +X 
0 
where ux is the maximum velocity in the flow close to the surface. 
The velocity distribution in a radial free jet is given by 
... 
(3) 
(4) 
and the corresponding velocity distribution in a radial wall jet is given by (method of images) 
(5) 
where K, is an individual constanct for the different types of diffusers. r is the radial distance 
from the rim of the diffuser and r
0 
is the distance to the virtual origin of the radial jet. The 
maximum value which can be obtained for K,. is approximately 1.2. 
J 
The width and the cross sectional area of a plane (two-dimensional) flow will increase linearly 
to the distance x + x
0
• The momentum flow willl therefore be preserved if the velocity is 
inversely proportional to the square root of the distance x + X
0 
(6) 
where u)u
0 
is a dimensionless velocity in the symmetry line and (x + x
0 
)lh
0 
is the dimension-
less distance from the virtual origin. h
0 
is the equivalent height of the supply slot and KP is a 
constant. The maximum value which can be obtained for a slot with a contraction is KP - 4. 
The velocity distribution in a plane wall jet is given by (method of images) 
ux = K ~o 
U p X +X 
() () 
(7) 
The equations (2) to (7) are only defined for x-values where u)uo ~ 1.0. 
It is possible to get a slight indication of the wall friction shown in the right drawing in figure 5. 
Schwarz and Cosart /4/ have measured an exponent of 0.56 for a wall jet which is slightly larger 
than the exponent of 0.5 in equation (7) and Waschke /5/ has in a similar way measured an 
exponent of 1.15 which should be compared to the exponent of 1.0 in equation (5). Flow along 
a smface with large roughness may decrease the velocity level significantly and there will be 
6 
situations where the self-similar flow will be destroyed, see /1/. 
A free circular jet can have a swirling flow if the opening consists of for example blades which 
add an angular mom~ntum to the main flow. The axial momentum flux I will be preserved 
because the entrainment is assumed to be perpendicular to the main flow (see figure 5), and the 
axial flux of the angular momentum /6 is also preserved because the direction of entrainment 
goes through the symmetry axis of the flow. The velocity level in a jet with swirl is very low 
compared to the velocity level in a circular jet_ and a K -value of 0.4 may be typical. Measure-
ments.on a free jet with swirl are given by Beer and Chigier /6/ and Rajaratnam /1/. 
It can be argued that there is a weak decay af momentum flow in all types of jets because the 
entrainment flow will have a direction which is slightly against the main flow, see n /. The 
equations (2) to (7) are nevertheless used in practice because this effect is ver)t small. 
The velocity distribution outside the area with maximum velocity ux can be found from the 
universal velocity profiles. The profiles are based on the formulations 
where 
u(y) = f. (11) 
u f 
X 
u(y) f. = IV (11) 
11 =1. 
0 
free jet (8) 
wall jet (9) 
(10) 
u(y) is the velocity in the x-direction at distance y from the symmetry line (or the wall) and ux 
is the maximum velocity given by the equations (2) to (7). o is the thickness - or length scale -
of the flow and it is defined as the distance from the symmetry line (or wall) to the velocity 
0.5 ux. Equation (10) gives the dimensionless distance 11 in the universal profiles and 11 = 1.0 
is thus the distance which corresponds to the length scale. 
Figure 6 shows the velocity profiles for a free jet and a wall jet. It is not possible to measure the 
exact location of the jet width due to entrainment flow.in y-direction and other disturbances as 
recirculating flow in this low velocity area, but the figure shows that it can be approximated by 
11 = 2.6. The maximum velocity ux is located in the symmetry line (11 = 0.0) in case of a free 
jet and it is located at 11 = 0.16 in a wall jet. 
The three-dimensional wall jet profile parallel with a surface is given by .f/(11) and fw(T} ) . The 
velocity in the symmetry plane is given by !.,..,(11), and the velocity parallel with the surface is 
given from J/(11) where the maximum velocity at any distance from the surface is u(y) from 
f..v(11). The velocity parallel with the surface in a radial wall jet and a plane wall jet are by 
definition a constant value which is equal to u(y) at distance y from the surface. 
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Figure 6. Universal x-direction velocity profiles for a free jet and for a wall jet. 
The universal profile for a free jet can be expressed by 
(11) 
and the universal profile for a wall jet is given by Verhoff /8/ 
J;v(TJ) = 1.48 11 117 (1 - erf(0.68 11)) (12) 
where erf is the error function. The formulation takes account of the velocity distribution very 
close to the surface by assuming a 1/7-power law which is characteristic of high turbulent 
boundary layer flow (Blasius formula). 
The growth of jet flow can be described by the following equations 
0 X +X = Da () -
~ flu 
(13) 
0 r + r = D () -
~ 
r 
flu 
(14) 
0 X +X - = D () h p h() (/ 
( 15) 
where the growth rates D , D and D correspond to a circular (or three-dimensional) J. et, a radial a r p 
jet and a plane jet, respectively. 
8 
The growth rate D a for a three-dimensional wall jet can typical be 0.05 when it is measured 
perpendicular to the surface while it can have a level of 0.2 parallel with the wall.. The virtual 
origin x
0 
may in practice have different values for the velocity decay (equation (3)) and for the 
two growth rates, see /9/. The growth rate DP for a plane wall jet is typical between 0.07 and 0. I. 
The dimensionless velocity u)u
0 
is often shown as af function of the dimensionless distance 
x1.;a: or xlh
0 
in a log log graph. The equation~ (2) to (7) will be straight lines in this depiction 
as illustrated in figure 7. 
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Figure 7. The velocity level versus distance for a two-dimensional wall jet shown in a log-log 
graph. 
Equation (7) can be written as 
(16) 
where X
0 
is equal to 0. This formulation shows that the veloicty decay in a plane wall jet will be 
depicted as a straight line in a log-log graph with a slope of -0.5 (figure 7). The interception with 
the line u/ u
0 
= 1.0 can be used for a calculation of KP. A plane-free jet will also have a slope 
of -0.5 while the other types of free jets and wall jets will have a slope of -1.0. 
The distance x
0 
to the virtual origin is ignored in figure 7. This will result in a deviation between 
measurements and theory for x/h
0 
< 30. The effect becomes small for higher values of xlh
0 
when x
11 
is small in comparison with x . 
The depiction of velocity decay in a log-log graph can be of great help when measurements are 
evaluated. Distribution of measurements will be obvious and values outside the measured range 
can be found by extrapolation. Figure 8 shows the velocity decay from a series of coplanar small 
9 
openings with the diameter d
0 
measured by Crapper /10/. The velocity decay has a slope of- f.o 
for x/d
0 
< 100 which corresponds to the velocity decay in the centre line of a circular jet from 
one of the openings. The jets will grow in width and they will all merge to a plane free jet at a 
distance of xld
0 
- 100 and the figure shows the corresponding slope of -0.5. The number of 
openings is limited to a restricted area and there is a slight indication of a slope of -1.0 at the 
distance xld
0 
- 500 corresponding to a new circular jet from all the openings. 
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Figure 8. Velocity versus distance from a series of coplanar openings. 
Sforza /11/ has measured the velocity decay u_Ju
0 
in the flow from slots with height to width 
fatios between 0.025 to 1.0 and identical supply area a
0
• It is very typical that slots with a large 
width first show a velocity decay with a slope of -0.5 and later they will have the same velocity 
decay as a square opening ( -1 .0), because the momentum flux I is identical in all jets. 
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Figure 9. Velocity decay in a deflected jet supplied from a window sill. Jackman / 12/. 
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Figure 9 shows another example of transition of a jet. Measurements are made on the velOcity in 
a jet from the sill-mounted grille and it is obvious that the velocity decay changed at a distanc~ xI h 
0 
= 62 
corresponding to the corner between wall and ceiling. The velocity decay has a slope of -0.5 in 
the first part and a slope of -1.0 in the second part which corresponds to a plane wall jet along the 
window in the first part and a semi-radial wall jet below the ceiling in the second part of the flow. 
It is important that x(, is small in comparison with x or that X
0 
is included in the length on the 
X'-axis when we draw conclusions from the slop~ of the velocity decay in a log-log graph. Many 
differ~nt slopes can be obtained if this effect is ignored and this can for example be seen in figure 
7 in the surroundings of xlh
0 
- 15 where the measurements show a slope which is larger than 
-0.5. 
2.3 The Flow from Different Air Terminal Devices 
An air terminal device will often have a complicated geometry which makes measurements of 
supply velocity U
0
, supply area ao and momentum flux I
0 
very difficult. The airflow close to the 
opening cannot be described by one of the equations (2) to (7), but it will always be possible to 
use the equations at a larger distance from the air terminal devices where all the local influences 
from geometry, distance to ceiling in case of a wall-mounted diffuser etc. have settled. 
The supply area a
0 
is in practice calculated from measurements of supply flow rate qo and supply 
velocity u
0
• 
ao = (17) 
The slot height h
0 
for a supply slot is likewise found as 
( 18) 
where w 
0 
is the width of the slot. (A supply opening consisting of a row of openings will have 
the equivalent slot height h
0 
if W
0 
is the width covered by the openings). 
The supply velocity u
0 
is found as an average value of measurements in a number of points at the 
air terminal device where the velocity is high and typical of the main flow . The area a
0 
is an 
effective area and the velocity is suitable for the calculation of momentum flux I . The mean 
11 
velocity u
11 
is dependent on the locations of the measuring points and it is therefore important that 
these locations are defined for a given air terminal device and used for every measurement of 
supply velocity on this device. 
11 
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Figure 10. Graph for the calculation of distance to virtual origin X
0 
and K-value for a diffuser. 
_ The flow from a diffuser which gives a three-dimensional wall jet is measured in the following 
steps. Profiles are found in the wall jet at different distances x from the opening. o is obtained 
as the height to u/2 and the graph on the left side of figure lO shows the calculation of x
0 
and 
D a. An alternative possibility is to measure the velocity ux in the jet only and find X
0 
from a 
depiction pf u/ux versus x . The first method works for situations where the exponents in 
equation (2) to (7) are different from 0.5 and 1.0. X
0 
should be ignored if it is small in comparison 
with the practical level of x. 
The graph on the right side of figure 10 shows a log-log depiction of the velocity versus distance 
and the calculation of K
11 
appears from the graph. 
The equations (2) to (7) and (13) to (15) are all based on the assumption that the involved flow 
has a fully developed turbulence where the structure of the flow is independent of the velocity 
level and the dimensionless velocity u/u
0 
is constant at any Reynolds number. These 
requirements will often be fulfilled in practice but there will be cases where the velocity level and 
the involved dimensions will be too small to ensure these conditions. The above-mentioned 
equations can still be used in practice but all parameters as X
0
, K -values, a
0 
etc. must be given 
as a function of the Reynolds number. 
The Reynolds number is defined as 
Re = (19) 
where. the characteristic length Q is {Ci;, for a conventional supply opening and h
0 
for a slot. v is 
the kinematic viscosity. 
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Figure 11. Measurements on a low-turbulent wall jet from a slot diffuser. Nielsen and Moll er /13/. 
A typical example of measurements on a low-turbulent flow is given in figure 11. The slot height 
is measured as described in equation (18), and it is a weak function of the Reynolds number. The 
growth rate D P is a strong function of the Reynolds number and it approaches the level which is 
typical of high velocity flow in the case with the highest velocity. Both x
0 
and KP are 
independent of the Reynolds number, but the graphs show that the velocity ratio u)u
0 
is 
influenced by the velocity level. K
11 
should be found as a maximum value to ensure a restricted 
velocity level when the value is used in a design procedure. This is also indicated in the three log-
log graphs in the figure. 
The following part of this chapter will show the use o'f jet theory on a number of air terminal 
devices. 
Product A in figure 12 is a three cone nozzle which is mounted in the end of a circular channel. 
The jet leaves the opening as a flow with a radial component and high spreading. The flow will 
merge further downstream to a circular jet with a K/.fi-factor of 3.5, see equation (2). The 
blades shown in the figure can rotate 180° and the diffuser will obtain a higher Ka level in this 
situation. 
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Figure 12. Examples of five different air terminal devices. 
Product B is a traditional wall-mounted grille with two sets of blades. The horizontal blades are 
often adjusted upward in 20° and the vertical blades are adjusted for high spreading. Two 
symmetrical wall jets are generated at the ceiling and they merge to a single three-dimensional 
wall jet at'\ larger distance from the end wall. The flow can now be described by equation (3) and 
it is dependent on the level of the Reynolds number. The Ka -value is 4.0 for u
0 
- 2 mls and 5.5 
for u
0 
- 5 mls, see reference 114/. 
' 
Product C consists of a number of nozzles whi.ch can be adjusted in different directions, see figure 
12. The diffuser can either be ceiling-mounted or wall-mounted and it is made in different 
lengths. It is therefore possible to adjust the flow to any kind of two or three-dimensional flow. 
The diffuser has been used in an international research work with a layout of 4 rows with 84 
nozzles in all (lEA Annex 20) 115/. The diffuser is in this case wall-mounted and all the nozzles 
are adjusted with an upward direction of 40°. A three dimensional wall jet is generated at the 
ceiling with Ka = 4.8 and some radial flow takes place outside the symmetry plane 116/. 
Product Din figure 12 is a wall diffuser, and it is often mounted 0.2 m below the ceiling. An 
airflow will leave the device with an upward direction of about 45°. This flow impinges on the 
ceiling and generates a jet which is partly a three-dimensional jet and partly a radial jet because 
it has different momentum flow in different radial directions. The jet in the symmetry plane can 
be described by equation (3) and it has a Ka-value of 3.0 which is a very low value and typical 
of a modern design 114/. The K
11
-value is independent of the Reynolds number at practical flow 
rates. 
The last diffuser shown in figure 12 (Product E) is a ceiling-monted diffuser. It has a rectangular 
design but the flow from the diffuser is a radial wall jet with a Kr -value of 0.9. The diffuser can 
be adjusted to form two separate wall jets in diametrically opposed directions. The supply area a
0 
is in this case half of the value found from equation ( 17) because the two jets are separated. The 
jets are sections of a radial wall jet with a high velocity in the symmetry plane and Kr is equal 
to 2.0. 
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2.4 Non-Isothermal Free Jets and Wall Jets 
The buoyancy will influence the flow in a jet if air is supplied with a temperature T
0 
w~ich is 
different from the return temperature TR to the room. The flow is characterized by the 
Archimedes number Ar 
Ar = (20) 
The characteristic length Q is defined as flo in case of flow from a diffuser and as h
0 
in case of 
flow from a slot. P, g and 11T
0 
are coefficients of thermal expansion, gravitational acceleration 
and temperature difference between return and supply, respectively. 
Figure 13 shows the two-dimensional flow in a roorn with a full-width slot. The room length L 
is 3.0 times tpe room height H and the slot height h is 0.017 H. The sketches show the change 
in streamline distribution in a room at increasing Archimedes number, and although the flow is 
two-dimensional the results may also give a qualitative expression of a general three-dimensional 
flow at increasing thermal load. 
The streamlines in figure 13 contain an indirect statement of the velocity. The flow between the 
two streamlines may be considered constant and the velocity is thus high where the streamlines 
are close and low where the distance between the streamlines is greater. The streamlines are 
normalized by the supply flow. A maximum value of, for example, six means therefore a 
recirculating flow in the whole room which is six times the supply flow. 
The flow in the upper sketch in figure 13 is isothermal and governed by the supply momentum 
flux /
11
• A heated floor will add a buoyancy force to the flow and increase the amount of 
recirculating flow in the room. The amount of recirculation is defined by the level of the 
Archimedes number Ar. 
The heat load has reached such a level in the lowest sketch in figure 13 that the supply jet will 
separate from the ceiling at a distance x from the diffuser and flow down into the occupied zone. s 
A further increase in temperature difference or in Archimedes number may result in a change in 
the direction of recirculation with the cold jet running down the wall below the supply opening. 
A very short penetration depth x is undesirable because the jet may have a high velocity and a 
s . -
low temperature when it flows into the occupied zone. 
The buoyancy force adds a new dimension to the air movement, but the flow in the wall jet below 
the ceiling is still characterized as a self-preserving flow with universal profiles in case of non-
isothermal flow (x < xs) . The different constants in the equations (2) to (7) and (13) to (15) are 
influenced by the buoyancy forces, especially when the flow has a vertical direction. 
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Figure 13. Streamline distribution in a room at different Archimedes numbers. Increasing load 
results in an increasing air velocity and, furthermore, in a reduction of the penetration depth of 
the supply jet. The _flow is two-dimensional and the heat source is distributed along the floor, 
Nielsen et al. 117/. 
The thermal energy in a jet is preserved in the same way as the momentum flow and it is therefore 
possible to conclude that 
(21) 
where Tx is the extreme temperature of the jet at the distance x from the supply opening. T
0 
is 
the supply temperature and T R is the room or surrounding temperature which is identical to the 
return temperature because the ventilation is of the mixing type ventilation. 
Equation (21) can be combined with the equations (2) to (7) and we will have the extreme 
temperature decay in all sorts of free jets and all wall jets flowing along adiabatic walls. 
The KaT' K,.T and KpT values for temperature decay will be close to the Ku, K,. and KP values 
for the velocity decay for a given air terminal device. 
The universal temperature profile in a jet is connected to the velocity profile in the following way 
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(22) 
where I:::.T(y) is equal to T(y) - Tx. 
Equation (8) shows that 
I:::.T(y) = ~() 
I:::.T VJf'TJ' 
X 
(23) 
where n, is the dimensionless length in the velocity profile, equation (10). 
The buoyancy will give an increasing effect on the velocity level in a vertical jet with increasing 
Archimedes number and with increasing distance yl.;c;; from the opening. Koestel/19/ has shown 
the following correlation for a nozzle 
(24) 
v is the maximum velocity in the vertical centre line of the flow and y is the distance from the 
y ' 
opening. The distance to the virtual origin Yo is assumed to be zero. A downward-directed chilled 
jet will obtain a higher velocity level than an isothermal jet and a heated jet will decrease to lower 
velocities. The air movement will stop at a distance y in case of a heated jet which corresponds . m 
to vy = 0 in equation (24). 
X 
Figure 14. Trajectory of a horizontal free jet. 
A non-isothermal free jet with a horizontal supply velocity will have a trajectory which is turned 
downward by gravity force in case of a cool supply temperature and turned upward by buoyancy 
in case of a warm supply temperature. Koestel/20/ gives the following equation 
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(25) 
Miillejans /211 shows measurements on the trajectory from a short slot and compares different 
descriptions from the literature . 
. A chilled, horizontal, three-dimensional wall jet will also be influenced by gravity. The Coanda-
effect (see figure 4) will prevent the flow from following trajectory according to equation (25) 
and the jet will be attached to the ceiling and will leave this area at a certain distance xs from the 
supply opening. The effect is shown in figure 13. 
It can be argued that the two forces, gravity force and pressure force (attachment) act against each 
other in vertical direction on an element of the wall jet. The gravity force is proportional to the 
thickness o and the local temperature difference ~Txand the pressure force are proportional to 
the square of the local velocity ux . The ratio between th~ two forces is a local Archimedes 
number Arx 
(26) 
It is assumed that o is proportional to x and ~Tx, and ux is proportional to llx . The local 
Archimed~s number will therefore be proportional to the square of the distance x which means 
that the ratio between gravity and attachment will increase and the jet will leave the ceiling in a 
certain distance. 
The penetration depth for a horizontal three-dimensional wall jet is given from the equations (26), 
(3), (13) and (21) as shown by Grimitlin /22/ and Nielsen and Moller /23/ 
X 
_s = 0.19 K K Ar-0·5 
In sa a 
V"'"o 
(27) 
K is a constant which depends on parameters outside the wall jet, such as room dimensions, sa 
location of thermal load, etc. 
The graph in figure 15 shows the connection between the Archimedes number and the penetration 
depth. The influence of Ka is validated by measurements on the air terminal devices A, B and D 
in figure 12, where product A is adjusted for a high Ka, Nielsen and Moll er /23/. It is shown that 
the measurements confirm the linearity between xs' Ka and 1/{ifr . Measurements by Hestad /24/ 
and measurements on a nozzle by Sharp and Vyas /25/ are also shown in the figure. It can also 
be seen that a fairly reasonable agreement is obtained for Ksa = 1.5 in this case where the heat 
source is floor heating. 
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Figure 15. The connection between Archimedes number and penetration depth for different 
supply openings. Ksa = 1.5. 
The penetration depth xs for a plane wall jet can be found from the following equation, see 
Nielsen and Moller /13/ 
x.. 2 213 · = 0.10 K K Ar - - x lh 
.fp p 11 11 (28) 
Ksp is a constant which depends on parameters outside the wall jet, such as room dimensions, 
location of thermal load, etc. Figure 16 shows the variation of K sp as a function of x.,. for 
different distribution of the heat source. A very high K.rp is obtained when 50% of the load is 
placed at the wall below the supply opening and the other 50% is concentrated in the middle of 
the room. The concentrated heat source on the floor will counteract a drop of the jet at this 
distance which explains the maximum in the K -value. A wall-mounted heat load opposite to sp 
the supply slot will give the lowest K sp -values and prevent the jet from penetrating the room. An 
average value of 1.5 can be recommended for evenly distributed heat sources 'along the floor, see 
also /13/. 
The practical use of equation (27) and equation (28) is complicated because the airflow from 
different diffusers has different flow patterns in the area where it leaves the ceiling region and 
penetrates into the occupied zone 123/ and /13/. Jets from some diffusers may travel a further 
distance !lis before it flow down into the occupied zone where !lis is typical about 2 - 2.5 m, 
while other wall jets leave the ceiling very abruptly. There is often a tendency to downward flow 
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at the rim of a three-dimensional wall jet outside the symmetry plane, but the velocity is low. 
K.p 
4r-------.-------.-------.---, 
2 4 6 x.(m) 
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m 
Figure 16. K as a function of penetration length showing influence of the heat source location, sp 
/26/. 
2.5 The Influence of Ceiling-Mounted Obstacles 
The region between the ceiling and the occupied zone serves as an entrainment and velocity decay 
area for the wall jets supplied by an air distribution system. These processes may be strongly 
influenced by ceiling-mounted obstacles which disturb the flow. Certain dimensions and positions 
crf obstacles result in a downward deflection of the jets which normally gives unacceptable high 
velocities and temperature differences in the occupied zone. 
Figure 17 shows some characteristic situations when a plane isothermal wall jet is interrupt by 
a ceiling-mounted obstacle in a room with large height, Holmes and Sachariewicz /27/. The upper 
picture shows that the jet will be deflected down into the occupied zone if the distance between 
the slot and the obstacle is less than a critical value of xc . Th.e jet will.r.eattach to the ceiling in 
downstream direction if the distance is equal to or larger than xc as shown in the three lower 
pictures. The wall jet will not be influenced at all by the obstacle if the distance is more than 8 
times xc. 
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x=2.5xc 
Figur.e 17. Air movement close to a ceiling-mounted obstacle. 
Let us consider a plane flow in a room with a linear slot diffuser at the ceiling as shown in figure 
17. The room has the length L and the height H and the diffuser has an opening height of h
0 
and 
the height of the obstacle is f and it is located at the distance x1 from the supply opening. A 
deflection of the jet is governed by the normalized geometrical parameters Hlh
0
, flh
0 
and x/ho 
in case of a fu lly turbulent isothermal flow. It is therefore possible to define a critical height 
which can be.described as 
(29) 
The results of the relationship in equation (29) are shown in figure 18. It is obvious that the 
distance from the linear slot to the obstacle is an important parameter, but it is also seen that the 
height of the room is important. 
The height of the room has an influence on the critical height, because an initial deflection of a 
jet needs much space both in height and in downstream direction to get a reattachment of the wall 
jet on the ceiling. A light fitting or a beam of 0.1 m will in practice be able to deflect a typical 
wall jet in a room. 
The normalized critical height of an obstacle is only a function of the distance x/ho if the room 
is very large (/ < < H, x1 < < L). The deflection can be considered as a local process and it will 
therefore be governed by the local thickness of the wall jet in comparison with the height of the 
obstacle f and the deflection will take place at a critical value of o/ f. Equation ( 15) shows that o 
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is proportional to x + X
0 
which means that the following linear relationship can be obtainel 
fc 
h 
(/ 
Figure 18 confirms this equation for h
0
/H - 0.0. 
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Figure 18. Critical height of an obstacle versus distance from supply slot, /27 I and /28/. 
(30) 
Figure 19 shows the critical height fc in case of a three-dimensional isothermal wall jet from a 
nozzle with a diameter of d
0
, Nielsen et al. /29/. The structure of the graph and the comments are 
identical to the comments in connection with figure 18. 
Non-isothermal flow will have an influence on the critical height fc and the Archimedes number Ar 
is the impOitant parameter together with the geometrical relatiO!JS. Ventqation with chilled air will 
give a decrease in j~ and warm air heating will give an increase in the critical height of a cejling-
mounted obstacle, see Sollner and Klinkenberg /30/ and Nielsen /31/. 
The maximum velocity in the occupied zone is one of the important parameters in the design of 
an air distribution system. This velocity is connected to the velocity distribution in the wall jet 
ouside the occupied zone as shown in chapter 4. Therefore, it is important to consider that an 
obstacle will have an influence on the wall jet flow in cases without deflection as e.g. shown in 
figure 17 for x equal to 1.5 x c and 2.5 x c:. 
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Figure 19. Critical height of an obstacle versus distance from supply nozzle. 
Figure 20 shows the velocity decay in a three-dimensional wall jet with and without an obstacle 
in the flow region. The velocity decay has the characteristic slope of -1.0 in the log-log graph and 
this slope is preserved in case of an obstacle with a height slightly smaller than the critical height 
fc. Tpe measurements show a large decrease in the Ka -value of the wall jet and the velocity 
reduction is present in the reverse flow in the lower part of the room. The maximum velocity in 
the occupied zone is e.g. reduced by 30% by the obstacle introduced in figure 20. 
The same conclusions can be obtained for a two-dimensional wall jet. It will in practice always 
be reasonable to avoid the presence of an obstacle in the vicinity of a wall jet due to the risk of 
a deflection of the jet. 
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Figure 20. Maximum velocity in a three-dimensional wall jet with and without a ceiling-mounted 
obstacle. See Nielsen et al. /29/. 
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3. RETURN OPENINGS AND EXHAUST HOODS 
The air movement in the vicinity of a return opening will often have a low velocity level in· 
comparison with the velocity close to a supply opening. The location of the return opening is 
therefore not important to the velocity level in comfort ventilation. The return opening can on the 
other hand be used to create a capture velocity in an industrial environment as shown in figure 
I B. The two situations will be discussed in the following. 
3.1 Return opening in comfort ventilation 
The air movement in the vicinity of a return opening will be a potential flow. Air moves towards 
the opening (sink) from all directions and the velocity level will therefore have a relatively low 
level. This .. is different from the situation close to a supply opening where the flow is co.ntrolled 
by jet flow. The momentum flow will be preserved in this jet flow and the velocity distribution 
will be very different from a potential flow to a sink. 
The momentum flow can also be preserved in an area with a return opening. A wall jet flow 
which passes a return grille will only be slightly influenced because the return grille generates 
small velocities compared with the velocity in the wall jet. The air which is removed by the return 
grille will mainly be mixed room air because the jet has a high entrainment and therefore contains 
a high fraction of recirculating room air. Short circuit of air is therefore avoided even in solutions 
with a short distance between the supply and return in case of isothermal flow, but later it will be 
shown that the situation is different in case of non-isothermal flow. 
H 
Figure 21. Streamline distribution in a room with two-dimensional isothermal flow and full width 
supply slot and return opening, see Nielsen /32/. 
The restricted influence of a return opening is illustrated in figure 21. The room has a full width 
supply slot at the ceiling (h)H = 0.005) and two different locations of the return slot. 
The streamline distribution in the room shows that the amount of recirculating airflow is six times 
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the supply flow. Therefore, it is of less importance to the velocity in the occupied zone wbere an 
amount corresponding to the supply flow is removed from the room. The figure sh9ws that the 
streamlines in the occupied zone have a similar distribution and the velocity level is uninfluenced 
by the return opening location. 
Although the return opening only has a small influence on the velocity level it may have large 
influence on the ventilation effectiveness as it will be shown later. The return openings must have 
a_ high location if the room is ventilated by chilled jets and a low location if the room is heated 
by a warm air system. 
The return opening can also be used to control the pressure distribution in a room or in a building. 
It is possible to keep contaminated air in a part of a building by controlling the pressure 
distribution. This is e.g. used to enclose a catering section in a large room. 
3.2 Exhaust hood in industrial ventilation 
Exhaust hoods are used in industrial ventilation to capture contaminant from a process. The 
exhaust hoo·d will generate a local velocity towards the opening which is higher than typical 
capture velocities connected to contaminating processes. Capture velocity for spray booths will 
for example be 0.2 - 0.5 m/s and barrel filling will be 0.5 - 1.0 m/s etc. 
The ~ow close to a return opening is a potential flow. A return opening which is free of any solid 
surface will therefore generate a velocity ux at a distance x from the opening which is given as 
the velocity through a spherical surface with a flow rate q E' (q E = 4nx 2 u). The assumption 
wor~s well at some distance from the exhaust hood but it cannot be used close to the hood 
because ux increases infinitely for very small x. The velocity in the opening, the face velocity 
uE, is equal to qE/aE where aE is the face area of the exhaust hood. A combination of both 
principles giv~s the following equation for the velocity 
qE 
ux = -----
aE + 4nx 2 
(31) 
which is a good estimate of the velocity at any distance from the exhaust hood. The equation 
shows that the velocity will be very small at a short distance from the opening. The velocity is e.g. 
only 0.06 times the face velocity at a distance of one diameter from the opening. 
Different designs of the hood with contractions or small flanges wTII only have an influence close 
to the opening. Figure 22 A and B show that the flange on the opening generates a small 
modification of the plane flow around the exhaust slot, but the flow is uninfluenced at some 
distance from the slot. 
Surfaces and walls close to the exhaust opening will influence the velocity level. A surface 
parallel with the slot will double the velocity level as seen from figures 22 A and C (method of 
mirror images). A comparison of the velocity level in figure C and D indicates that a restricted 
area for the potential flow will increase the velocity level. The velocity estimate from equation 
(31) will therefore be high in practical situations because a process with an exhaust hood often 
is partly enclosed. 
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-Figure 22. Velocity distribution in percentage of face velocity uE. A and B show an exhaust slot 
far from a surface. B and C are combinations of an exhaust slot and a surface, see reference /33/. 
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Figure 23. Normalized velocity in front of a vortex exhaust versus exhaust Reynolds number. 
The graphs in figure 22 are very typical of text books on industrial exhaust hoods. The velocity 
distribution is given in percentage of face velocity and it is rather independent of the velocity 
level because it is based on potential flow and uninfluenced by the effect of viscosity. Viscous 
effects may in some special situations have an influence on the flow. Figure 23 shows a local 
velocity measured close to a vortex exhaust. It is obvious that the normalized velocity u/q E is a 
function of the flow rate q E or the local Reynolds number Re E for Re E < 12000 , which is 
probably due to a modification of the velocity profile at the face of the exhaust opening. 
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4. DESIGN OF AN AIR DISTRffiUTION SYSTEM WITH MIXING VENTILATION 
The two previous chapters dealt with different types of free jets and wall jets in the isotbermal 
and non-isothermal situation as well as different types of return openings. They are all elements 
of the flow in a room but they are only describing a part of the flow. 
The important part of the flow is the velocity and temperature distribution in the occupied zone 
apd it is the aim of a practical design procedure to describe the connection between velocity 
distribution in the occupied zone, or the maximum velocity in the occupied zone u,.m, and the 
airflow rate for selected components in the air distribution system. Different methodes are 
described and they include judgment of separation length of horizontal jet flow, design according 
to throw of an isothermal jet, maximum velocity in the occupied zone, penetration depth of non-
isothermal jet and maximum thermal load in a room with mixing ventilation. · · 
4.1 Separation length of horizontal jet flow in a deep room 
A design procedure involves a judgment of the separation length of a horizontal jet flow in a deep 
room. 
Figure 24. Separation length, or penetration length of an isothermal horizontal jet in a deep room. 
Figure 24 shows the flow in a deep room. Even an isothermal wall jet will have a restricted 
penetration length because entrainment will generate a return flow in the lower part of the room 
and the jet will be dissolved at a certain distance Qre as indicated in the figure. 
A pure wall jet will in practice preserve the momentum flow I as discussed in chapter 2. An 
enclosed wall jet will, nevertheless, have a loss in momentum-flow close to the penetration 
length, and the return flow will obtain a horizontal momentum flow in opposite direction with 
the value I,. which is close to a reduced level in the wall jet, and the pressure will increase in the 
flow, /34/ and /35/. The reduction of momentum flow in an enclosed wall jet can be seen from 
figure 2 where the profiles show a decrease in velocity level in the separation area. 
The penetration length for a plane horizontal wall jet will have the following values 
Q,/H - 3.0 ... 5.3 (32) 
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as discussed in reference /32/. Skaret /35/ has shown that ~,./H is proportional to K: and this 
can explain the variation in the values. 
The penetration length for a circular free jet is given by 
(m) (33) 
where A is the area of the end wall with the nozzle, ·reference /36/. The three-dimensional wa11 
jet flow is found as the flow below the centre plane through a free circular jet (mirror image) and 
it will be obtained in the following equation 
(m) (34) 
The penetration length for a jet located in a corner will likewise be 
(m) (35) 
It is even possible to have a penetration length up to 10y0f in certain situations with a jet located 
in a corner, /36/. 
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Figure 25. Penetration length in a room with isothermal two-dimensional flow and obstacles of 
different dimensions, see reference /28/. 
Figure 25 shows the penetration length, or the separation length, for a flow which is interrupted 
by obstacles of different sizes. It is obvious that an obstacle will reduce the penetration length and 
it is in agreement with an apparently reduction of the KP -value of the slot flow. It may, 
nevertheless, in some situations be possible to achieve a slight increase in ~re by adding a small 
obstacle at large distance from the opening. 
All the results given in this section assume that the flow has a turbulence level which is fully 
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developed. The penetration length Q,/H will in this case be independent of the supply flow
4
rate q
0 
or the Reynolds number. The flow rate may in some situations be so small that the flow is a low 
turbulence flow. Figure 26 shows some experiments with isothermal two-dimensional flow and 
a small air change rate (0 to 2 h'1) . The recirculating flow in the occupied zone is very weak and 
it is not possible to measure any velocity of significance outside the supply jet. The figure shows 
the outcome of smoke tests and it is obvious that the air movement is very dependent on the flow 
rate which indicates low turbulent effects. 
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Figure 26. Penetration length of a plane jet versus flow rate. 
The penetration length will be reduced if the jet is supplied parallel with the end wall and 
defle~ted at the ceiling. Jirka and Harleman /37/ have shown that Q,e will be of 2 to 3.5 H. 
Road tunnels and mines are special areas where a large penetration length is wanted. Fans with 
a high Ka -value are used and they are always located below the ceiling or in a corner to obtain 
the maximum· length of Q,.e. 
The separation length for a given room height will often be larger than the room length or the 
length of a ventilated section in practice. The dimensioning methods given in the fol1owing text 
are based on this assumption and can therefore only be used for L < Q,e. 
4.2 Design according to throw of isothermal jet 
The design method is based on the theory behind a jet and the recirculating flow in a room, see 
figure 27. A length QTir' called the throw, is defined as the distance from the supply opening to 
a location where the maximum velocity ux is equal to a given reference value uT, , see reference 
/38/. The throw QTh is given by the following equation in case of a three-dimensional wall jet 
(m) (36) 
and it can generally be given from the equations (2) to (7) according to the type of jet flow. 
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Figure 27. Isothermal wall jet in a ventilated room. 
It is the purpose of the design procedure to obtain an air distribution in the room with a maximum 
velocity in the occupied zone u,.m which is up to 0.15 m/s. General experience shows that this is 
achieved when both the throw is equal to room length L and the reference velocity uT11 is equal 
to 0.2 mfs or 0.25 tn!s. 
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Figure 28. Design chart for selection of an Air Terminal Device. Only one geometrical size is 
given in the design chart. Diffuser type D in figure 12. 
Producers of Air Terminal Devices are presenting equation (36) as a design chart where it is 
possible to make a selection of an air terminal device (a
0 
and K
0
) when the throw QT11 and the 
flow rate q
0 
are known, see figure 28. The throw is normally recommended to be equal to the 
room length in the situation in figure 27. More generally the throw is half the length between two 
air terminal devices with opposite positions or the length between opening and wall. Other 
definitions of QTh may be used to compensate for different designs of air terminal devices and 
different room geometry. A throw of L + H - 1.8 m is e.g. used when the room is high and it 
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expresses formally that the maximum velocity in the wall jet is supposed to be equal to ur~, when 
it passes through the occupied zone. 
The thermal load of a room and the maximum value of AT
0 
for a diffuser will establish the 
number of Air Terminal Devices and flow rate per device q
0
• It is important to choose an Air 
Terminal Device with a size a
0 
in such a way that QT!z is equal to the length of the ventilated 
section L and not a smaller value as argued in _section 4.4. The design chart will also show the 
necessary pressure difference Ap 
0 
over the diffuser and this value is used for the adjustment of 
airflow when the system is installed. 
4.3 Maximum velocity in the occupied zone 
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Figure 29. Locations of the reference velocity uL and maximum velocity urm in the occupied 
zone. 
The maximum velocity in the reverse flow urm is located close to the floor at a distance of 
- 2/3 L from the supply opening. This velocity is also the maximum velocity in the occupied 
zone in cases where the jet flow below the ceiling and at the end wall is outside the occupied 
zone. Experiments with isothermal flow show that urm is a simple function of a reference velocity 
uL, which is the velocity in an undisturbed wall jet of the length L from the actual air terminal 
device. The velocity uL contains information on supply velocity, distance from inlet and 
geometrical details which will influence the initial flow, such as type of Air Terminal Device, 
adjustable blades and distance from ceiling. 
The ratio ur
11
JuL will contain both information on velocity decay in the deflected jet due to the 
end wall height and geometry and information on the velocity level in the recirculating flow due 
to the entrainment into the jet below the ceiling. The velocity ratio will especially be influenced 
by the deflected jet in a short room and especially influenced by the level of return entrainment 
flow in a deep room. The ratio urmluL as well as the level of uL can therefore be used as elements 
in a design procedure. 
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Figure 30. u,.
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1uL in a room with linear slot diffuser and isothermal two-dimensional flow. y d is 
the vertical distance from the ceiling to the slot, see Nielsen /39/. 
Figure 30 shows that umJuL is rather constant for practical dimensions of the supply opening and 
equal to - , 0.7. Measurements and numerical prediction of the flow show that the influence of 
the height H is small. Simulations with a short distance between the slot and the ceiling will give 
increased entrainment flow but this will not influence the ratio for hJH < 0.01 . 
The velocity ratio ur,/uL = 0.7 is introduced in equation (7) and the following equation for the 
maximum velocity in the occupied zone af a room with isothermal two-dimensional flow will be 
obtained 
=u 0.7K~o 
u P L+x 
(} 
(mls) (37) 
A design according to throw of an isothermal jet will give a maximum .velocity in the occupied 
zone ofu,.
111 
= 0.14 mls according to equation (37) (Qr11 = L, ur11 = 0.2 m/s). 
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Figure 31. The velocity ratio u,.juL as a function of the Archimedes number in case of non-
isothermal two-dimensional flow. See figure 13 for room geometry and heat load distribution. 
The design method for the calculation of the maximum velocity in the occupied zone can be 
extended to non-isothermal flow. A heat load along the floor in the room shown in figure 13 will 
increase the recirculating flow and the velocity level, both in the wall jet below the ceiling, due 
to eo-flow, and also in the occupied zone. Figure 31 shows the velocity ratio unJuL for the non-. 
isothermal flow. u is the actual velocity in the occupied zone and uL is the isothermal rm 
reference velocity as defined in figure 29. 
w 
~nn_ 0.7 
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Figure 32. Isothermal flow at the end wall opposite the supply opening in case of two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional air movement. 
The sketches in figure 32 show the changes which take place when the flow is three-dimensional. 
The sketch in the left side of the figure shows the flow at the end wall opposite the supply 
opening in case of a two-dimensional flow. The deflected jet flows vertical down the end wall as 
a new two-dimensional flow and ur
11
/uL is equal to 0.7. The sketch in the right side of figure 32 
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shows the air movement at the end wall in case of a three-dimensional flow. The deflected jet 
flows down the wall as a semi-radial jet and experiments show that unJuL varies between 0.3 
and 0.7. umJuL is a function of jet width 2oz compared with the width of the end wall or the' 
width covered by a single air terminal device. Large jet width corresponds to two-dimensional 
flow (u,.m!uL - 0.7) and a small width of the primary jet corresponds to radial flow at the end 
wall (urm/uL - 0.3), see also Hestad /24/. 
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Figure 33. Velocity ratio urm/uL for isothermal three-dimensional flow at wall opposite to supply 
wall versus relative width of jet 2oJW. 
Figure 33 shows the change in u,.juL as a function of the relative width 20/W due to change 
in the flow pattern at the opposite end wall. oz is the width parallel with the ceiling of the three-
dimensional wall jet and it is measured from centre line to the velocity close to the ceiling with 
the value u = u/2. Figure 32 indicates that a small value of 2oz, in comparison with the room 
width, will give semi-radial flow at the end wall while a large value of 2o will give a parallel . z 
flow at the end wall. The curve in figure 33 is made by numerical prediction of the flow in the 
room and comparisons with different results from experiments support the predicted change in 
the u /uL-values. The measurements and predictions in the figure are made for conventional 
/'Ill 
room dimensions, L/H - 2-3 . 
The maximum velocity in the occupied zone u,.
111 
in a room which is ventilated by a three-
dimensional isothermal wall jet can be obtained from equation (3) 
[ 
urml K Fa u = u -
/'Ill () (I L + 
UL X 0 
(mls) (38) 
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A design according to throw of isothermal jet will in this case give a maximum velocity in the 
occupied zone of 0.06 m/s ~ urm ~ 0.14 mls (Q7 h = L, u7" = 0.2 m/s). 
New Air Terminal Devices with specially designed semi-radial flow pattern at the ceiling may 
incorporate the sidewall regions in the important part of the air movement. ur
11
/UL-values above 
0.7 will be obtained if uL is measured in the middle plane and it is difficult to give a value for the 
""!idth oz of the wall jet. 
It is assumed that a fully developed turbulent flow is present when the results in figures 30, 31 
and 33 are used. A fully developed turbulent isothermal flow will show proportionality between 
the velocity at a given location in the room and the Reynolds number or for a given room the air 
change rate n. Figure 34 shows some measurements where the maximum velocity in the occupied 
zone is given as a function of the air change rate n. The measurements for the empty room are 
fi rst made at isothermal flow. The experiments have been made up to very high values of n 
(outside comfort range) in order to study the proportionality and it is seen that deviations take 
place at low. airflow rate while the proportionality between urm and n is fulfilled for higher 
airflow rates outside the comfort range. 
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Figure 34. Maximum velocity in the occupied zone of a room versus air change rate. Air terminal 
device A is a wall-mounted nozzle and air terminal device D is a wall-mounted diffuser with high 
entrainment. See figure 12. 
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Heating of the empty room by means of a heater (see figure 38) will decrease the velocity urm 
in this particular case. The curves are measured at a constant heat load (600 W) and. a variable 
Archimedes number. Therefore, it is not possible to make any conclusions on the presence of a 
fully developed flow, see reference /40/. 
The experiments in figure 34 do also show the situation with light furnishings and people in the 
test room. Four tables and four chairs will reduce the maximum velocity in the occupied zone and 
·four persons seem to give further reduction, but other measurements may also show increased 
velocity lev~l in rooms with obstacles (furnishings). 
4.4 Penetration length of non-isothermal jet and maximum thermal load 
An undisturbed wall jet will penetrate the ventilated room in case of isothermal flow and it will 
entrain air from the occupied zone to induce recirculating air movement in the room. This picture 
will change when a thermal load is supplied to the room. The supply temperature will be reduced 
and the load may reach a level such that the wall jet will separate from the ceiling at a distance x s 
-from the supply opening and flow down into the occupied zone as shown in figure 35. 
Situations with a short penetration length are undesirable because the jet may have a high velocity 
and a low temperature when it flows into the occupied zone, and a calculation of the penetration 
depth is thus a part of the design procedure of the air distribution system. An acceptable length 
is depende~t on the actual product. Full-scale experiments with the air terminal device type D 
show that a short penetration length of 2 m will be sufficient for this product due to a very high 
induction close to the device. 
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Figure 35. Penetration length xs of a non-isothermal jet in a room. 
It is often recommended that the penetration length x /L should be equal to or larger than 0.5. The s 
maximum velocity in the jet at the separation will therefore be smaller than or equal to {i uL for 
a two-dimensional flow and smaller than or equal to 2 uL for a three-dimensional flow. A design 
which is based on the throw of the jet will give the maximum velocity 0.28 mls or 0.4 mls in the 
separate area. 
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Equation (37) on the maximum velocity in the occupied zone and equation (28) on the penetration 
length of a wall jet can be used to make some general statements on the design of an air 
distribution system with two-dimensional flow. The specific load in the room is express~d by 
Q = p c u !:::.T h IL 0 p 0 0 0 (39) 
where p
0 
and cP are density and specific heat, respectively. The equation is rearranged by 
substituting u
0 
from the expression in equation (37) and l:::.T
0 
from the expression in equation 
(28) fcrr X
0 
= 0 . The new variables u,
111 
and xs are reference values for the cornfmt and they will 
connect comfort considerations to the thermal heat load in the room 
(40) 
The specific h~ load of the room will have the following connection to the design variables for x si L = 0.5 
and K sp = 1.5 
3 
u 
Q "' 2 . 104 ~ 
L 
(Wim 2 ) (41) 
It is desirable to have an air distribution system which can handle a high heat load. The equation 
shOV{S that this is possible if a high maximum velocity in the occupied zone is tolerated and also 
that the ability to handle heat load is proportional to the cube of velocity. It is therefore important 
that the design procedure is able to establish a system which gives a velocity u,.
111 
close to 0.15 
rnls or close to another high design velocity. 
Equation (41) shows that the distance L between the supply slots should be short in cases with 
high load and two-dimensional room air movement. 
The specific heat load for a ventilated section with a three-dimensional wall jet can be given by 
(42) 
The equation is rearranged by substituting U
0 
and AT
0 
for uL and-x.r from the equations (38) and 
(27) for x o = 0 . 
Q = 12 · 10
3 K,~ ( ~r :~, (Wim 2 ) (43) 
It is now important to look at two different situations, one situation with a single wall-mounted 
air terminal device in a room and another situation where there is a possibility of using more 
openings in the ventilated area. 
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Equation (43) shows that 
(44) 
if a single supply opening is used in a room with a given width W and a given acceptable 
penetration length x IL . . . s 
It can be concluded that it is important to accept a high velocity in the room in periods with a high 
thermal load. It is also obvious that the Ka -value is an important design parameter. The equations 
show that .. it is efficient to use an air terminal device with a low Ka -value. A low Ka -value 
corresponds to a high initial diffusion and it is partly achieved by a semi-radial or radial flow in 
the wall jet below the ceiling. 
The use of several air terminal devices in a ventilated area makes it necessary to consider the 
·width covered by a single opening. It can be assumed that the width of a three-dimensional/semi-
radial wall jet is connected to the Ka -factor by Da.z - 1/Ka. The width W, which is covered by 
a single opening, will therefore be W - L/Ka. Equation (43) is rearranged by the substituting of 
W. x /L as well as K is considered to be constants s sa 
I 
(W/m 2 ) (45) 
The equation shows again that it is important to accept a high velocity level in the room and also 
that it is important to have a short distance between the openings if the system has to handle a 
high thermal load in the ventilated section. 
Skfu-et /35/ has shown that the heat load which can be removed in a room with ceiling diffusers 
and radial jets is proportional to uz and inversely proportional to the radius which is covered by 
a single diffuser. 
Years of experience with full-scale test reported by Uirkfeldt /41/ shows that thermal load Q 
seems to be proportional to - uz in cases with acceptable comfort conditions. This is a partial 
confirmation of equation (41), (44) and (45). 
5. CONTAMINANT DISTRIBUTION AND EFFICIENCY OF THE AIR DISTRIDUTION 
SYSTEM 
This chapter deals with the ability of the air distribution system to absorb contaminant in the 
airflow and remove the contaminated air in an efficient way. The first section shows examples 
of contaminant distribution and the influence of system layout and source location and the two 
last sections discuss the ventilation effectiveness and the air change efficiency of a system. 
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5.1 Contaminant distribution 
The basic idea of mixing ventilation is to create a recirculating flow which will absor!:> the 
contaminant from different sources in such a way that the local concentration is low everywhere 
in the room. A transport of contaminant must on the other hand both involve a turbulent diffusion 
and a convection which will give rise to concentration gradients. 
hJH=0.056, LIH=3.0 
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Figure 36. Concentration distribution in a room with isothermal two-dimensional flow and a 
contaminant source covering the whole floor. /42/. 
The concentration c R in the return opening of a ventilation system is dependent on the air flow 
rate to the room q
0 
and the contaminant emission S. c R will be given from 
s (46) 
in case of constant emission and steady flow. 
Figure 36 shows the concentration distribution in a room with a supply slot, two-dimensional 
isothermal flow and a contaminant source which covers the whole floor. The local concentration 
is nonnalized by the concentration c R in the return opening. The concentration in the left side of 
the room below the supply slot is four times as large as the concentration in the return opening, 
so it is obvious that we will find significant gradients in rooms with mixing ventilation. A smaller 
supply slot, h/H = 0.01, will reduce the concentration to a level of two times the return 
concentration but it is still a significant gradient which is necessary to take into account when a 
system is designed. 
The local velocity level u/u
0 
is also shown in figure 36. It is seen that low concentration is 
connected to high velocity and high concentration to low velocity or stagnant surroundings. 
The air movement shown in figure 36 is isothermal. A warm air heating system which allows a 
stratification in the room may give very large local contractions as it will be shown later in this 
section. 
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Figure 37. Concentration distribution den for different locations of a line source. Two-
dimensional isothermal flow, h)H = 0.01 and L/H = 3.0, /42/. 
Figure 37 shows an example of concentration distribution from a line source. It can be seen that 
the location of the contaminant source is important for concentration distribution and 
concentration level. The line source is located close to the area with the maximum velocity in the 
occupied zone in the upper sketch and the maximum value of the concentration has a level of 
1.25 - 1.5 c R in the area below the supply slot. The concentration will increase to a level of 
3.0 en if the source is located below the supply slot in the stagnant air as shown in the lower 
sketch which emphasizes the importance of source location in a room with mixing ventilation. 
Variables as a dimensionless concentration clcn at a given location are independent of the 
Reynolds number in case of fully developed isothermal flow or fully developed flow with 
constant Archimedes number. Isothermal flow and fully devloped turbulence are assumed for the 
results shown in the figures (36) and (37). Figure (38) shows that the concentration distribution 
can be dependent on the Reynolds number or the air change rate, even at a practical level of 
n = 2 to 3 h -I. 
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Figure 38. Concentration distribution in a room with a wall-mounted air terminal device (product 
D) and an end wall-mounted heater. The two lowest figures show a vertical concentration profile 
with an without supply of heating to the room. See Heiselberg and Nielsen /40/. 
The room in figure 38 has a wall-mounted air terminal device. The jet flows through the room 
in the ceiling region and it entrains air in quantities which correspond to an internal air change 
rate of 20 to 60 h -1 • An emission source is located in the middle of the room and the 
concentration of the tracer gas is measured along a vertical line through the source. 
Figure 38 B shows vertical concentration profiles for three different air change rates in the case 
of isothermal flow. The concentration profiles are normalized by the concen~ration in the return 
opening and the deviation between the three profiles indicates that the flow is not fully developed. 
It is further shown that the dimensionless concentration is getting closer to 1.0 at the highest air 
change rate (3 h - 1) in more areas of the room, especially in the wall jet region. 
Figure 38 C shows a very significant change which is obtained when the heating is supplied to 
the room. Entrainment in the plume will increase the recirculating flow in the room corresponding 
to an internal air change rate of 20 h _, , and it will further generate a horizontal movement of the 
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stratified air in the middle of the room. A combination of those two effects produces a very ev~n 
concentration profile independent of the air change to the room. The results do necessarily not 
indicate a high turbulent level everywhere in the room. It can be concluded that free convection. 
flow in some situations is able to generate a very efficient mixing process in cases where a 
passive emission source is present in the room. 
Generally figure 38 shows that the concentration has a high level around and direct below the 
. source, The source is placed in an area of the occupied zone where the air velocity is very low and 
the tracer gas will reach a high concentrtion level before it is entrained and discharged with the 
surrounding-air in the room. Measurements by Oppl /43/ show a similar effect when the source 
is placed in an area with low velocity. 
The location of a return opening can have a very large influence on the concentration distribution 
although it has only a small influence on the velocity distribution. The opening must be located 
at a high level if the room is ventilated by chilled air and it should have a low location if the room 
is heated by a warm air system. 
-The measurements in figure 39 are made by Mathisen and Skaret /44/. The system works mainly 
as a warm air system with !1T
0 
as temperature difference between supply and return. The 
concentration c P is the mean value through the room at the height 1.7 m. 
A high location of the return opening will produce a thermal stratification and the air exchange 
in the occupied zone will be small. A contaminant source in the lower part of the room will 
increase the concentration to a level which is four times the concentration in the return opening 
when the ~eating corresponds to a temperature difference !1T
0 
of l5°C. 
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Figure 39. Concentration level in a room with warm air heating and two different locations of the 
return opening, n = 3 h -1 • 
Figure 39 shows that a low location of the return opening will keep cP/cR at a level of 1.0 even 
at a large temperature difference. The sketches illustrate that the main flow will be identical in 
the two situations, but the air will be displaced towards the return opening through the occupied 
zone when the opening has a low location. This will prevent the contaminant from accumulating 
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to a high level in the lower part of the room in contradistinction to the situation where th~ return 
opening has a high location. 
5.2 Ventilation effectiveness 
The ventilation effectiveness shows how fast contaminant is removed from a room and it shows 
how certain areas are influenced by contaminant sources in the room. 
Three different definitions are commonly used, the ventilation effectiveness in the occupied zone 
eoc' the local ventilation index ep and the mean ventilation effectiveness e. 
eoc 
eR 
= 
e oc 
(47) 
eP 
eR 
= 
ep 
(48) 
e 
eR 
= -- (49) 
c 
eoc' eP and care mean concentration in the occupied zone, concentration in a given point P and 
mean concentration in the room, respectively. 
The variables eoc' eP and e are independent of the Reynolds number in case of fully developed 
isothermal flow or fully developed flow with constant Archimedes number. Any ventilation 
effectiveness <?r index in the flow field in figures 36 or 37 is independent of the flow rate and it 
is only connected to the room geometry air distribution system and source location. 
The flow fields in figure 38 contain low turbulent effect as discussed earlier and we will look at 
the variation in ventilation effectiveness which is connected to this effect. 
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Figure 40. e, eoc and eP measured at isothermal flow in the room shown in figure 38. 
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Figure 40 shows measurements of the ventilation effectiveness in the isothermal case. The mean 
ventilation effectiveness e indicates a very high level at the air change rate of rh - I. The 
concentration profile shows that the concentration is high in the occupied zone but lower in the· 
upper part of the room, see figure 38. The low concentration in the ceiling region will therefore 
decrease the mean concentration c to a value which is low compared with the level in the 
occupied zone. The ventilation effectiveness eoc shows a more realistic level of effectiveness and 
the ve~tilation index eP shows the real situation at the given position of the measuring point. All 
three values are dependent on the air change rate n . The flow is not a fully developed turbulent 
flow and it is indicated from the development of the curves that constant values might be obtained 
at higher airflow rates. 
It is well .. known that the return opening only has a very small influence on the velocity 
distribution in a room, but it may have large influence on the ventilation effectiveness as shown 
in the following example. Figure 41 shows the mean ventilation effectiveness in a room with a 
wall-mounted supply nozzle (air terminal device A) and two different locations of the return 
. opening. The flow _is isothermal and it is obvious from the measurements that a high location of 
the return opening will decrease the effectiveness at low air change rates. The flow in the room 
is not fully developed and the lower part of the room will only obtain air movement if the return 
opening is located in this region. 
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Figure 41. Mean ventilation effectiveness in a room with two different locations of the return 
opening. Air terminal device A, Heiselberg and Nielsen /45/. 
The transport equation for energy and the transport equation for contaminant are identical in 
structure and similar distributions can be obtained in a room if we can ignore the radiation 
between the surfaces. 
It is therefore possible to· define an effectiveness which is based on temperature distribution in 
the same way as the ventilation effectiveness is based on concentration distribution. This 
effectiveness will give some information on the situation if the contaminant source in the room 
is the only important heat source. 
The temperature effectiveness is defined as 
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(50) 
where TR, T
0 
and TR ·are temperature in return opening, temperature in supply opening and mean 
temperature in the occupied zone, respectively. 
F.igure 42 shows the temperature effectiveness of a large mixing ventilation system with fabric 
air flow duct and diffusers below the ceiling. The room is ventilated by two plane wall jets in 
opposite directions and the air distribution system seems to be very efficient in the mixing process 
in case of cooling. The temperature effectiveness is close to 1.0 for Archimedes numbers up to 14 · 1 0 -6 
and there is no variation in the temperature in the occupied zone. 
The location of the return openings is important in case of heating (Ar < 0) . A high location of 
the return openings will remove air from the room with a temperature which is higher than ·the 
temperature in the occupied zone which is inefficient in case of heating, see figure 42. The 
necessary he~t loss from the room is obtained as conduction through the walls which may explain 
the temperature effectiveness being slightly larger than 1.0 in situations where the return openings 
have a low location. 
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Figure 42. Temperature effectiveness er versus Archimedes number Ar. 
The number of necessary measurements is different for eoc' eP, e and er. Calculation of the 
ventilation effectiveness eoc in the occupied zone includes measurements in a number of points 
in the occupied zone in a steady state, as we11 as measurement of c R in one or more return 
channels. The ventilation index can be calculated from two measurements in the steady state. The 
mean ventilation effectiveness can also be calculated from two measurements. The return 
concentration c R is found during steady state tracer gas release and the mean value in the room 
is found by making a complete mixing of room air with a fan after the tracer gas and ventilation 
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system have been shut off. Calculation ofthe temperature effectiveness according to equation (50) 
needs as many measuring points as calculation of eoc but the use of tracer gas is avoided. 
Steady state measurments of ventilation effectiveness in large spaces as e.g. industrial buildings 
may consume a large amount of tracer gas. It is in such a situation possible to use a pulse method 
where the tracer gas is supplied in a short span of time as an alternative, see figure 43. 
The steady state concentration in a point P can be fo.und from /46/ 
c ·· = _o __ _ 
p 
!1t 
(51) 
The total emission from the source is SAt where S is steady state emission corresponding to the 
steady state level of c P in (51) and !1t is the duration for emission. 
Pulse __ ___,l.__ _______ , t 
Figure 43. Tracer gas pulse and exposure in a point P in the room. 
The different types of ventilation effectiveness can be found from (46) and (51). The ventilation 
index eP will e.g. be 
SAt 
(52) 
() 
5.3 Air exchange efficiency 
The air exchange efficiency shows how fast the air is exchanged in a ventilated room. It is 
dependent on the air distribution in the room and therefore dependent on the type of air terminal 
devices, geometry of room and location of heat sources, but it is not dependent on the location 
of the contaminant sources. 
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Figure 44. Age distribution of the air within a room. 
Figure 44 illustrates the age concept developed by Sandberg and Sjoberg /47/. The air has the age 
zero when it enters the room. The age distribution in point P is given by a statistical distribution 
and the local mean age is called 1: P. This mean value is a function of the location of P. The mean 
age of all air present in the room can be found from the distribution of 1: P and it is called < ~ >. 
The average time it takes to replace the air present in the room is equal to twice the mean age of 
all air in the ·room, 2 < 1: >, as indicated in the figure. 
The mean age of the air when it leaves the room is always equal to a nominal time constant t, 
of the ventilated space and it is defined as room volume V divided by ventilation flow rate q
0 
J 
t = 
11 
V 
The air change rate n is equal to 
1 
n =· 3600 -
t, 
(53) 
(54) 
because there is a tradition for the unit: change per hour. It may, however, be important to 
emphasize that the room air is not changed physically at the level given by n and it is therefore 
often called specific flow rate. 
The air exchange efficiency ea is defined as the ratio between the nominal time constant 't
11 
of 
the ventilated space and the air exchange time 2 < 1: >. 
't, 
e{, = - --
2<'t> 
(55) 
The nominal time constant 't
11 
is the theoretically shortest exchange time for all air in the room 
in case of a piston flow and 2 < 1: > is the real exchange time in a given situation. The air 
exchange efficiency ea will therefore have values below 1.0 for all practical air distribution 
systems and it can be shown that a system with perfect mixing will have a value of 0.5. 
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The different time constants in the age concept can be found from time dependent tracer gas 
experiments. The experiments can either be based on a step up method, a step down method or 
a pulse method. The measurements shown in this paragraph will be based on the step down 
method, or the tracer gas decay method. Figure 45 shows how experiments start with a well 
mixed tracer gas in the room at time t = 0 with a concentration level of c = C
111
• The different 
time constants can be found from measurements of the concentration decay as shown by Sandberg 
/48/ and Sutcliffe /49/. 
The nornina.l time constant is given by 
tl, = (56) 
where c1 is the concentration at time t 1 and c2 is the concentration at time t2 . The air volume has 
-to be fully mixed at this experiment by a fan in the room. The nominal time constant can also be 
found from equation (53). 
Step down 
--------~----------------! 
Figure 45. Tracer gas emission and concentration level at step down experiments. 
The local mean age is found from 
(57) 
where c is the well mixed concentration at time t = 0 and cp(t) is the actual time-dependent 
Ill 
concentration in point P in the step down experiment. 
The room mean age < ':t > is given by 
< 1: > = qo J"" t cR(t) dt 
V CI/I 
(J 
(58) 
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where c R (t) is the time-dependent concentration in the return opening during the step down 
measurements . 
The following equation can be used for a step down experiment and it is only necessary to 
measure in the return opening 
J tcR(t)dt 
< 1: > = _o ___ _ 
() 
.E ticRiflt; . 
i 
The right side shows a formulation which is suitable for graphic intergration. 
(59) 
Both the local mean age :t" P and the air exchange efficiency ea can be useful for the evaluation 
of an air distribution system. Figure 46 shows the measurements of local mean age in a workshop 
before and after changing the air distribution system from mixing ventilation to displacement 
ventilation. 
y[m] 
26 Tp [min] 
Figure 46. Local mean age of air in a workshop with injection molding machines. A: mixing 
ventilation, B: displacement ventilation. 
Breum 1501 has measured the vertical profile of mean age of air. It is about 18 minutes in the case 
of mixing ventilation, rather independent of the height which is typical of a well-working system. 
The figure shows that the air quality in the occupied zone is substantial improved in the case of 
displacement ventilation with a value below I 0 minutes in the occupied zone. The vertical 
variation of the mean age is typical of displacement ventilation. 
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Figure 47. Air exchange efficiency ea versus air change rate n in case af heating, cooling and 
isothermal flow. 
The air exchange efficiency eu is useful for a global study of air distribution system. Figure 47 
shows the outcome of measurements in a room with mixing ventilation and an air terminal device 
of the type product C (lEA Annex 20). 
The experiments are made up to a very high value of n (outside the comfort range) in order to 
study the effect of fully developed flow. The air exchange efficiency seems to have an asymtotic 
value of - 0.4 . This is in good agreement with the fact that 0.5 is the highest possible value to 
obtain in case of full mixing. 
The temperature difference l:!..T
0 
is the difference between return temperature and supply 
temperature. AT
0 
equal to 6°C corresponds to the cooling case. It should generally be expected 
that a small air change rate will give a small air exchange efficiency but the chilled jet will pass 
through the area with the measuring equipment, at a small air change rate, and this will raise eu 
to a value above 0.5. The air exchange efficiency will reach the value of 0.4 at high flow. This 
corresponds to an increase velocity and therefore a decreasing Archimedes number and a semi-
isothermal flow. 
The air exchange efficiency will always be lowest for heating because the return opening has a 
high location and this is confirmed by the experiments. The figure also shows that the flow 
obtains a semi-isothermal character at high air change rates corresponding to a situation with a 
small Archimedes number. 
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6. PREDICTION OF AIR DISTRIBUTION BY COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNA1\1ICS 
The fluid dynamics research is strongly influenced by the increasing computer power whic~ has 
been available for the last decades. This development is obvious from the curve in figure 48 
which shows the computer costs as a function of years. It is shown that the cost for a given job 
will decrease by a factor I 0 during every eighth year. 
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Figure 48. Trend of relative computer costs for a given flow and algorithm. Chapman /51/. 
The development shows not only a decreasing cost but the computer time is also decreasing. 
Chapman cites an impressive example of this trend in computing efficiency, /51/. He mentioned 
that a numerical calculation of the flow over an airfoil would take 30 years if it was started in 
1960 and it would cost$ 10 million. Twenty years later- in 1980- the same calculation would 
take half an hour and cost $ 1000. The same calculation will not be worth mentioning today in 
the 'nineties. 
There are more reasons for this development. Firstly, the computer speed is increasing more 
rapidly than the computer costs and this tendency seems to continue. Secondly, a process takes 
place which increases the flexibility of different software as pre- and post-processor software and, 
furthermore, there is a continuous development of new software. Improvements in the 
fundamental routines as e.g. the grid generation procedure and the numerical method do also 
contribute to an increasing speed. 
The above-mentioned tendencies have also influenced the indoor environmental technology. One 
of the first examples of a prediction based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in indoor 
environmental technology was internationally published by Nielsen in 1973, /52/. The activites 
have increased dramatically since that time and especially during the first half of the 'nineties 
where any conference on air movement in rooms contains a substantial number of papers based 
on CFD. 
The equations which describe the flow of fluid, heat and concentration are all based on the 
conservation of mass, momentum, thermal energy and concentration of species. The small scales 
in turbulence made it necessary to work with time-averaged differential equations to restrict the 
number of grid points used in connection with the numerical method. The average momentum 
equations obtained from the conservation of momentum contain Reynolds stress terms which are 
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modelled by the eddy viscosity concept. The eddy viscosity is further predicted from a k-e 
turbulence model consisting of two transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy . k and 
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy E , see Launder et al. /53/. The object of the k and e· 
equations is rather to close the equation system, so it is possible to predict e.g. the mean velocity 
distribution, than to give a prediction of the turbulence. 
The turbulence can also be predicted with more elaborated models as a low Reynolds number 
. model, Launder and Sharma /54/, a Reynolds stress ~odel or Large Eddy Simulation (LES), as 
shown by ~urakarni 1551. 
The governing equations are transformed into finite difference equations and solved in a number 
of grid po_ints distributed in the solution domain. The method is a well-established p~ocedure 
which is called the finite volume method and it is described by Patankar 1561. The equations can 
also be solved by a finite element method as shown by Baker /57/. 
6.1 Methods and routines developed for airflow simulation in rooms 
There are some special conditions to be considered when CFD is used for the prediction of 
airflow in rooms as it will be shown in the following. 
The velocity level in a room with mixing ventilation is strongly influenced by the supply 
conditions.' The momentum flow in the supply jet controls the air movement in the room as shown 
by equations (37) and (38), and it is therefore very important that the inlet conditions and the 
numerical method can produce a sufficient description of this flow. The supply conditions are 
given by the details of the air terminal device and the room is given by dimensions as length, 
height and width. This shows us that the solution domain for airflow simulation covers 
dimensions from fractions of millimetres to metres which is very unusual for most problems in 
fluid dynamics and there will be a demand for a large number of grid points. 
It is not possible to describe all details of the flow at the air te1minal device in practice and the 
geometry will be simplified in a way which preserves the momentum flow. A supply area based 
on volume flow rate and typical inlet velocity is found from one of the equations ( 17) or ( 18). The 
supply area can be distributed with the same aspect ratio as the area on the actual diffuser and the 
direction of the speed is preserved. 
Figure 49 shows the predictions of maximum velocity in the occupied zone of a room with an 
lEA Annex 20 diffuser, see type C in figure 12. Comparison with measurements shows that the 
velocity is overestimated by 40%. 
The box method is a description of the boundary conditions close to the supply opening which 
can improve the predictions. It has been used with success in numerical predictions of room air 
distribution as shown by Nielsen /52/ and 1591. A volume in front of the opening is excluded from 
the solution domain and boundary conditions are supplied at the surface of the box, either from 
measurements or from analytical description of the flow in a jet. 
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Figure 49. Maximum velocity in the occupied zone versus air change rate. Measurements and 
predictions in connection with the IEA, Annex 20 work, SBC: Simplified boundary conditions. 
PV: Prescribed velocity method. Reference /58/. 
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Figure 50. Prescribed velocity field close to a supply opening. Reference /59/. 
The prescribed velocity method is another method of describing boundary conditions. It has been 
successfully used in the numerical prediction of room air movement, first by Gosman et al. /60/. 
Figure 50 shows the details of the method. The inlet profiles are given as boundary conditions at 
the air terminal device, although they are represented onfy by a few grid points. All the variables -
except the velocities u and w - are predicted in the volume close to the air terminal device as 
well as in the rest of the room. The velocities u and w are given in the volurpe in front of the air 
terminal device as the analytical values in a wall jet from the opening or they are given as values 
measured in front of the opening. A three-dimensional wall jet will e.g. be specified by equations 
(3), (11), (12) and (13). 
The prescribed velocity method is an easy method because it specifies the wall jet velocities u 
and w in the volume x" · yb · zc and predicts the values of v -velocity, pressure p, turbulent 
kinetic energy k and dissipation e. It is also necessary to prescribe the temperature distribution 
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and a contaminant distribution in case of non-isothermal flow and flow with contaminant 
distribution. 
The prescribed velocity m~thod takes in principle account of the actual jet (K and D-values), 
while the simplified method gives results which are typical of an opening with a large K -value 
as e.g. a nozzle. 
-The prescribed velocity method has been used in con~ection with the Annex 20 supply opening, 
type C in figure 12, and the results are shown in figure 49. It is obvious that the modification of 
the code has improved the predictions considerably. 
Both the b.ox method and the prescribed velocity method save computer storage and C?mputer 
time because the boundary values are given at some distance from the supply opening where the 
gradients are smaller compared with the gradients close to the opening. 
Continuous development in the computer capacity will make the direct methods possible in the 
_future and experiments with local grid refinement show that this is one of the promising methods, 
Li et al. /61/. 
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Figure 51. Concentration distribution in a stratified environment. A standing person is exposed 
to a concentration level of c/cR . 
The convection around persons combined with a breathing process is another flow field which 
is complicated to predict with a CFD-method. Figure 51 shows as an example how a standing 
person will be exposed to a concentration level of c/cR = 0.6, although the concentration is 1.0 
at the same height outside the person. The convection around the body will entrain air from the 
lower part of the stratified surroundings and it will reduce the concentration level in the inhaled 
air. Other situations will arise if the vertical concentration distributions are different. Brohus and 
Nielsen /62/ show a model which connects the exposure of a person to the surrounding velocity 
and concentration distribution. This model is used to obtain the exposure of a person from the 
predicted values of velocity and concentration distribution. 
Chen and Kooi /63/ have shown a very interesting combination of airflow simulations in rooms 
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and cooling load calculations for buildings. Cooling load computer programmes are normally 
based on an one-air-point model, which means that the values of the whole temper~ture field in 
a room are assumed to be uniform, see figure 52. If this model applies to an air-conditioned room 
with a low ventilation rate or with natural convection, to large industrial halls or to theatres it will 
result in a significant error in the energy calculation due to the presence of temperature gradients 
in the room air. 
Chen and Kooi use results from airflow simulation in the room to correct the cooling load 
programme. It is too expensive to calculate the time-dependent airflow and temperature 
distribution of a room from a CFD programme at each time step in the cooling load programme. 
A data base with velocity distribution for different Archimedes numbers is precalculated and used 
at each time step and it is only necessary to calculate the energy equation to get the correct 
temperature distribution. Figure 52 shows the measured and the calculated cooling 1oad in a room 
where 950 W is applied as a step function. The cooling load is obtained from flow rate and 
temperature difference between return and supply. An one-air-point model does not take accqunt 
of the vertical temperature gradient and thus the excessive heat transferred into the ceiling, while 
a cooling lo~d model with airflow pattern is able to handle this effect and results are in this case 
in good agreement with measurements. 
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Figure 52. One-air-point model and time-dependent cooling load of a room. Predictions and 
measurements by Chen and Kooi /63/. 
The software for commercial application of CFD is characterized by special qualities. It is 
important that the pre-processing is fast and that the visualization software is efficient. The 
numerical scheme should be stable and it should be able to handle complicated geometry and 
"real life" boundary conditions. This situation can have the effectThat qualities as advanced wall 
functions and complicated turbulence models will obtain a lower priority. There are e.g. situations 
where the k-e model is replaced by a zero-equation model (constant. turbulent viscosity 
everywhere in the room). It is often necessary to have a very high number of grid points due to 
a complicated and large geometry and this will lead to a long computer time because the iteration 
time will increase more than proportional to the number of grid points. Grid independent 
solutions will therefore have a lower priority and cases with a reduced number of grid points 
could be looked upon as advanced zonal models. /64/ has described some of the important 
qualities of a commercial CFD software. 
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6.2 Prediction of air distribution 
This section will discuss some of the advantages of CFD prediction of room air distribution and· 
give some examples 
The CFD-method gives a general description of field values everywhere in the 
room, both at design conditons as wel1 as at other conditions. 
This CFD-method gives the combined air movement of more flow elements 
which are acting against each other. 
The CFD-method can predict some parameters which are both important in the 
evaluation of the air distribution system and very time consuming-to measure 
by full-scale experiments. 
The CFD-method can be used for different parametric studies as e.g. a study of 
the maximum velocity in the occupied zone versus geometry, see figures 30, 
31 and33. 
The CFD-method may be the only practical design method in case of very large 
enclosure with complicated geometry and boundary conditions. 
Velocity distribution ( cmls) 
Predictions - -----Measurements 
Temperature distribution ( ·C) 
Figure 53. Isovels and isotherms in a room with two-dimensional thermal flow. The calculations 
are made by Nielsen et al. /65/. h)H = 0.003, L/H = 1.9 and Ar = 5.5 · w-4 . 
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Figure 53 shows the results for a room with two-dimensional flow and mixing ventilation. The 
results are typical of the flow in a room with a heat source at the floor simulatipg e.g. solar 
radiation. The supply velocity u
0 
is 2.2 rnls and the velocity in the wall jet decreases to 0.15 rnls 
in the area where the cold jet leaves the ceiling and the recirculating flow is accelerated to 0.2 rnls 
in a large part of the occupied zone. It is seen that there is a fairly good agreement between 
measurements and calculations for the general flow and for the maximum air velocity in the 
occupied zone. 
The air distribution in a small room of simple geometry, as the one shown in figure 53 is well 
understood and it is fairly easy to make a full-scale test for the study of velocity and temperature 
distribution. If other parameters as e.g. the humidity distribution are to be examined much more 
complicated measurements are necessary. Schmitz and Renz /66/ have studied the. airflow and 
humidity transport in a swimming bath and it is demonstrated that airflow simulation is an 
effective mean to optimize an air distribution system compared with a large number of full-scale 
or model scale tests with humidity experiments. This situation is also obvious when we warit to 
work with parameters as the age distribution and local purging flow rate, quantities which are 
difficult to measure but interesting in connection with calculation of air exchange efficiency. 
Davidson and Olsson /67 I have shown some numerical predictions of these quantities in a room 
with mixing ventilation. 
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Figure 54. Ventilation effectiveness versus Archimedes number in a room with two-dimensional 
flow. 
Figure 54 shows the ventilation effectiveness eoc in a room with two-dimensional flow at 
different Archimedes numbers Ar , ( coc is in this case the mean value of concentration at the 
height 0.35 H above the floor). The contaminant source and heat source are evenly distributed 
along the floor. The figure shows a high ventilation effectiveness in the case where the jet 
penetrates half of the room length and this may also be the flow pattern which is optimum for 
thermal comfort, taking into account that the heat load had to be removed from the room. The 
results in figure 54 are calculated by airflow simulation and it is obvious that it would be a time-
consuming job to perform the necessary concentration measurings although the geometry 
involved is rather simple. 
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Fanger et al. /68/ have shown that the thermal comfort is influenced by turbulence. The turbulence 
is given as a single-directional turbulence intensity by the expression Vu 1 2/u, whe~e u is the 
mean velocity and u 1 is a!l instantaneous deviation from the mean velocity. It is difficult to 
compare results from the k and e calculations with the measured turbulence intensity and it is 
therefore difficult to predict the influence of turbulence on thermal comfort . 
. A rough comparison between predicted and measured turbulence can be made in mixing 
ventilation ~here the recirculating flow is rather si~ilar to a wall jet. The normal stresses v 1 2 
and w 12 in a two-dimensional wall jet are more or less equivalent to 0.6 u 1 2 and 0.8 u 12 as 
shown by Nelson /69/. This means that If - 1. 1 Vu 1 2 and figure 55 show measurements and 
predictions of Vu 12 and If, respectively, which confirms this connection. 
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Figure 55. Predicted and measured velocity and turbulence profiles in a room with mixing 
ventilation. h,/H = 0.056 and LIH = 3.0, /32/. 
It is interesting to note that figure 55 shows the difficulty in measuring the velocity in a large 
inner area of the room with hot wire anemometry and only airflow simulation and Jaser-doppler 
measurements can show the mean velocity in that area. 
Numerical prediction of airflow can also be performed by Large Eddy Simulation. The LES 
method is based on Navier-Stokes equations, the continuity equation and the energy equation, all 
filtered with respect to grid space but not to time. The equation system is closed by an expression 
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for subgrid scale (SGS) Reynolds stresses. The turbulence is represented as the time-dependent 
solution of this equation system and it is important that the grid spacing is fine enough to allow 
a description of the energy containing eddies. If mean flow quantities have to be pred!cted, 
calculation must be conducted over a time which is sufficient to obtain the average values. It is 
obvious that output from predictions made by the LES method contains much information and 
it is possible to predict the parameters in turbulence which also can be measured as e.g. Vu 1 2 • 
Figure 56. Geometry of a room and three~dimensional streaklines from a vertical line source at 
three different time steps, b.t • = 1 0, 20 and 50 . The calculation and the computer graphics are 
made by Murakami /55/. 
The high contents of information in the output make flow analysis possible in a room by means 
of computer graphics. Murakarni /55/ has shown this with streaklines, timelines and high-speed 
animation of turbulent flow field. Figure 56 shows an example of some computer graphics for the 
flow in a room. Streaklines are produced from a vertical line source in front of the supply opening 
and each time step shows the development in the lines. b.t • is the time from the start, non-
dimensionalized by H and u
0
• 
Experiments in large areas with complicated geometry can not be made by full-scale experiments. 
It is also difficult to use the simplified design procedures which can be applied to small rooms 
as e.g. the room shown in figure 53. Airflow simulation is therefore an alternative possibility and 
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some examples will be discussed in the following. 
Figure 57 shows some predictions ~ade by Ehle and Scholz 170/. The experiments were made-
in a large theatre and the st~eaklines shown in the upper figure were visualized by smoke. Heat 
load was simulated by a high number of 60 W bulbs at the chairs and the volume flow to the main 
part of the theatre was 67,400 m3/h. 
'--·--· 
L=22m 
Figure 57. The upper figure shows the flow in a large theatre and the dotted line indicates the area 
of the flow which is subject to airflow simulation. The lower figure shows the calculated 
streamline pattern made by Ehle and Scholz 170/. 
The experiments show that the flow in the left-hand side of the theatre was rather independent 
of the main flow pattern and the area was omitted in the numerical predictions. Figure 57 shows 
good agreement between measurements and predictions, and it is further shown by Ehle and 
Scholz that there is good agreement between measured and calculated velocities in. the occupied 
zone as well as measured and calculated temperature distribution in the room. The calculations 
are made as two-dimensional flow. 
Waters 1711 has worked with airflow simulation for a thirteen-storeyed atrium in Lloyds building 
in London. The roof and the south elevation of the atrium from seventh to twelfth gallery are 
completely glazed and in contact with the outside environment. The simulation of cold downdraft 
on a winter day shows a velocity up to 1 m/s at higher levels but it is destroyed at low level in the 
atrium by the effect of heat transfer and conditoned air from the offices around the atrium. The 
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downdraft does not disturb the three lower galleries and the ground floor which are dirett open 
to the atrium. The measured air movement pattern corresponds to the predictions showing that 
airflow simulation can be used also in a case with buoyancy driven flow and larger dimen~ions. 
Application of CFD for the prediction of room air movement in large enclosures is also discussed 
by Murakarni /72/. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
A End wall area, H · W m2 
Ar Archimedes number 
Arx Local Archimedes number 
aE Face area of exhaust m2 
ao Diffuser supply area m2 
ce Concentration in inhaled air mg/m
3 or cm3/m3 
Cm Well-mixed concentration before step down mg/m
3 or cm3/m3 
c oc Mean concentration in occupied zone mg/m
3 or cm3/m3 
cP Specific heat J/(Kg K) 
Cp Concentration in point P mg/m3 or cm3/m3 
eR Concentration in return opening mg/m
3 or cm3/m3 
c Mean concentration in the room mg/m3 or cm3/m3 
cl ,c2 Concentration at time t 1 and t2 mg/m
3 or cm3/m3 
Da,D,., Growth rate for circular, radial 
DP and plane jet 
Dli.Z Horizontal growth of a three-dimensional 
wall jet 
do Diameter of supply nozzle m 
.f Height of obstacle m 
fc Critical height of obstacle 
t 
m 
.lfCTJ) Universal free jet profile 
66 
J;v ( 11) Universal wall jet profile 
g Gravitational acceleration m/s2 
H Height of room m 
h:o Height of supply slot m 
I Momentum flow rate in a jet N 
Io Supply momentum flow rate N 
Jr Momentum flow rate in return flow . N 
la Axial flux of angular momentum Nm 
Ku,Kr ' Velocity decay coefficient for circular, 
KP radial and plane jet 
K uT ' KrT' Temperature coefficient for circular, 
KpT radial and plane jet 
K sa Constant for three-dimensional flow 
K 
.f(l 
Constant for plane flow 
k Turbulent kinetic energy J/kg 
L Room length m 
Characteristic length, h
0 
or {Ci;, m 
~re Penetration length of an isothermal jet m 
QTh Throw of a jet m 
12 Air change rate h-1 
Q Specific heat load W/m2 
qE Exhaust flow rate m3/s 
qll Flow rate to a room or flow rate from an air terminal device m3/s 
67 
qx Flow in a wall jet m3/s 
qy Vertical flow in plume m3/s 
r Length in radial flow m 
r 
() 
Distance to virtual origin m 
Re Reynolds number, supply opening 
ReE Reynolds number, exhaust opening 
s Emission rate mg/s or cm3/s 
- T 
0 
Supply temperature oc 
Toe Mean temperature in occupied zone oc 
TR Temperature in return opening oc 
Tx Extreme temperature in jet oc 
u Velocity rn/s 
UE Face velocity rn/s 
UL Velocity in jet with length L m/s 
u 
() 
Supply velocity rn/s 
u r Maximum velocity in radial jet in distance r rn/s 
urm Maximum velocity in occupied zone rn/s 
UTII Reference velocity, - 0.2 m/s rn/s 
ux Maximum velocity in jet with length x m/s 
u' Velocity fluctuation in x -direction rn/s 
V Room volume, H · L · W m3 
V Velocity rn/s 
68 
4 
vy Maximum velocity in jet at distance y m/s 
v' Velocity fluctuation in y -direction rnls 
w Width of room m 
w Velocity rnls 
wo Width of supply slot m 
w' Velocity fluctuation in z -direction rnls 
X Coordinate and distance .m 
Xc Critical distance m 
Xo Length in prescribed velocity volume m 
xf Distance to obstacle m 
Xo Distance to virtual origin m 
xs Penetration length of wall jet m 
y Coordinate and distance m 
Yb Length in prescribed velocity volume m 
Ym Vertical penetration length of hot or chilled jet m 
Yo Distance to virtual origin m 
z Coordinate m 
zc Length in prescribed velocity volume· m 
~ Volume expansion coefficient K t 
y Angle in jet 0 
D.p() Pressure difference Pa 
D.T Temperature difference K 
D. To Temperature difference, TR -To K 
69 
At Span of time s 
At· Dimensionless span of time 
/1xs Addition to penetration length m 
-o Thickness or length scale of jet m 
0 
' 
Horizontal width of three-dimensional wall jet m 
ea Air exchange efficiency 
eoc Ventilation effectiveness of the occupied zone 
- Ep ¥ entilation index 
er Temperature effectiveness 
e Mean ventilation effectiveness of the room 
E Dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy J/(kg s) 
TJ Dimensionless length in universal profile 
V Kinematic viscosity m2/s 
Po Density kg/m
3 
t 
11 
Nominal time constant s 
'tp Local mean age at point P s 
< t > Mean age of air in a room s 
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